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NIMbnd resistive wall model
❑Green’s function-based thin resistive wall (no external region)

❑Dan Barnes just added the n=0 component (I don’t think it’s in the trunk yet)

❑Main motivation is for cases with 3D coil just outside the limiter, have been 

testing effects on various mitigated disruption simulations w/ and w/o RMPs 

included.



Part 1. Simplified 2D test case 
 - In the simplified test cases, all simulations are 
initiated with an axisymmetric, centrally peaked 
source of Ne that produces a full TQ in 0.1ms.

 - Two different wall shapes are tested and ideal 
wall is compared to near-no-wall limit

 - Tried to extend the test case to 3D, but no 
mode growth… although non-axisymmetric 
source would probably do the trick
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use_d3d



Ideal wall 2D case
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2D case near no-wall limit 
(vwall=4000)
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- - vwall = 4000

Current barely decays. 
Poloidal flux initially 
drops then eventually 
rises.

Also seems to be a 
numerical issue at the 
top corner– maybe too 
sharp?



DivB several orders of magnitude 
higher with RW

RE test particles all end up at magnetic monopole



Larger (smoother) wall doesn’t 
do better
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Problems now 
apparent down at the 
bottom corner

The same thing 
happens with  the 
runaway electrons too

Larger wall results in 
slower CQsmaller wall



transfer_eq=False … weird

Ideal wall

vwall = 4000



Part 2. Shell pellet 
simulations

Started from a recent 
shell pellet injection 
simulations into D3D🡪 
inside-out TQ
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Significant “current 
droop” before the 
current spike, but also 
good-sized spike



Resistive wall cases (all n)
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Resistive wall (n>0 only)

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4

Thick lines– 
vwall (n>0)=4000

Thin lines—
ideal

Largest components 
(n=1,2) show very little 
difference in peak 
amplitude.

Next largest (n=3,4) show 
more noticeable 
difference…

These case do show a 
marked difference in flux 
surface destruction…

Mode magnetic energy



Complete loss of RE test particles with 
n>0 vwall=4000 (same with bigger wall)

Ideal wallvwall=4000



Effects of larger wall vs. moderate vwall

Smaller wall- ideal 
Larger wall- ideal
Larger wall- vwall=40 - -

Smaller wall- ideal 
Larger wall- ideal
Larger wall- vwall=40 - -

n=1 magnetic energyPlasma Current



Part 3. With RMPs: passive coil
• At the last meeting I presented some results with ‘reswall_rmp’ boundary 

condition for n>0 only.

• What I learned that I did not realize in advance is that ‘reswall_rmp’ as 
vwall🡪 0 does not have the same behavior as the ideal wall version of the 
‘rmp’ boundary condition.

• This is because the ideal version has an ideal wall for the internal plasma 
fields, but a perfectly insulating wall with respect to the ‘coil fields’

•  The resistive version screens out the coil fields according to the value of 
vwall, and screens them out completely as vwall 🡪 0



Added rmp_noscreen option to my 
branch

In find_e_surface_rw, add the explicit E-field 
contribution to the already calculated E.

Similar to the code for resistive wall cut-off but 
keeps both terms rather than replacing E.
 



Added rmp_noscreen option to my 
branch
  

Ideal wall case

vwall=40, no n=0 reswall

vwall=40, w/ n=0 reswall
Matches closely at 
early times, definitely 
not being screened as 
previously.. why 
lower amplitude?

Slower current decay 
leads to slower coil 
current growth

Plasma Current n=1 magnetic energy



Some faster growth of higher-n modes
n=10 magnetic energy Ideal wall Reswall, no n=0, rmp_noscreen



Again, RE losses shows a difference
Ideal wall case

vwall=40, w/ n=0

vwall=40, no n=0

Despite slower growing n=1, similar looking Poincare 
plots, RW case again shows more significant losses in 
REs… with or without n=0 component



Summary

❑ With the n=0 component of the resistive wall included:

▪ Plasma drifts inward and upward
▪ Less current “droop” before the Ip spike– also seen with larger wall shape
▪ Plasma current does not decay
▪ Clear issues with divB– appears to form magnetic monopoles 
▪ Seems incompatible with transfer_eq=False

❑ Use of n>0 RW in realistic TQ simulations has a subtle effect on magnetic/kinetic energy spectrum, but a 
clear effect of enhancing flux surface break-up 

❑ Just started testing “unscreened” RMPs with RW. Seems to be a similar enhancement of RE losses as in TQ 
simulations.


